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FIVE EASY STEPS
HF-100 Grip Tape Activator

HF-100® Grip Tape Activator
Follow These Steps in removal of your grip

Secure the club in a vise using a rubber clamp.  Not too 
tight on graphite shafts.

Remove the old grip using retractable razor knife with 
a “hooked blade”.  Using the hooked blade razor knife 
stand to one side of the vise then place both hands on the 
knife. Be careful on graphite shafts not to angle the blade 
downward as you will mar the shaft.  Try to keep the blade 
parallel to the shaft during the cutting motion. Do not use 
a straight razor blade as it can very easily slip and slice a 
fi nger.  

Strip off the old grip and peel any remaining tape. 

1.  Apply 9 inches of new two side grip tape extending it  
 a 1\4 inch beyond the butt end of the shaft. Then twist  
 and fold the remaining tape into the end of the shaft  
 making sure no edges of the shaft are exposed; as this  
 will grab the grip and make it diffi cult to install. * 

2.  While wearing SAFETY GLASSES, spray a small  
 amount of HF-100 the entire length of the tape. 

3.  Spray a small amount inside the grip.  

4.  Install the grip by pushing it over the taped end ot the  
 shaft,  hold a paper towel at the butt end of the grip.   
 This will eliminate any excess grip solution squirting on  
 your clothes or face. 

5.  After you have installed the grip wipe any further fl uid  
 from the shaft using the same paper towel. Then gently  
 tap the butt end of the grip on the ground to force out  
 any trapped fl uid. If the correct amount of fl uid is used  
 the club should be ready to play in 10-15 minutes.
 
     *Note: When applying a grip strip make
      sure you remove both liners exposing the 
      adhesive.There is scoring line on one side 
      of the liner which makes it easy to remove.
      Place the adhesive side onto the golf shaft 
      and wrap the tape around the shaft with 
      the other liner still attached. When strip is
      completely wrapped around the shaft 
      remove the remaining liner. 
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